EPSOM WEST

FOCUS
Election day is May 6th

MORE AND MORE LOCAL PEOPLE
ARE SAYING THEY WILL VOTE FOR

STEVE GEE
ON MAY 6TH
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A me ssa ge fro m St eve
Dear Resident,
I do hope you will support me with your vote at these elections
for your Surrey county councillors.
There are many reasons to vote Liberal Democrat this time. You
can read some of our proposals overleaf. You have my
commitment that a Liberal Democrat controlled council would
act with more compassion, competence, would look after our
local communities and, most importantly, put protecting the
climate and environment first in all decisions. The Liberal
Democrats are the only ones who will beat the Conservatives
here.
I will always work on local people’s behalf and I will keep in
touch with you via the FOCUS newsletter, letting you know
what I have been doing and giving you the opportunity to
contact me with any ideas, issues or problems.

Best wishes,

Labour leaflets suggest that Labour could win in
Epsom West just because national opinion polls put
them closer to the Conservatives. Fortunately, that’s
not how elections are decided, otherwise there
would be little point holding them.

Let’s be clear about this!
The last county council election in this area
was close between the Conservatives and the
Liberal Democrats ( just 74 votes in it!) and
this election will be decided between
Conservatives and Liberal Democrats too!

Steve

There is no Green candidate here
The Green Party is not fielding a candidate in this area.
If half the people who voted Green last time had voted
Lib Dem instead, the Conservative would not have won.
The Liberal Democrats are committed to the environmental
agenda - see Ed Davey’s record in government and see
some of our environmental policies for Surrey overleaf. We
are the only ones with a realistic chance of beating the
Conservatives here.

STEVE GEE
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Paul Kennedy’s action plan
to tackle crime in Surrey

The Liberal Democrat Plan
After 57 years of Conservative rule, we will:

for Surrey County Council on 6th May
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No damaging targets from Whitehall that will
undermine our police force.
Ensuring officers have time and resources to focus
on solving and preventing crime in Surrey.
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STEVE GEE
This division, Epsom
West (most of which was
previously Epsom South
West), had active Liberal
Democrat county
councillors from 1993
to 2015, including the
much-respected Mary
Dapre and Colin Taylor.
It has only recently had a
Conservative county
councillor.

A return to community led policing with visible,
well known and trusted officers.
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You can also vote on May 6th for Surrey’s next
Police and Crime Commissioner. Paul Kennedy
is the Liberal Democrat candidate.
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People Like You Like

Liberal Democrat councillors
Epsom & Ewell is surrounded
(almost) by councils run by
Liberal Democrats. Kingston,
Sutton and Mole Valley are all
run by Liberal Democrats. And
local people like it.
That’s why they keep on
voting for them!
We extend our condolences to the Queen and
her family on the death of Prince Philip, a
great servant of this country who will long be
remembered for his charitable works and his
pioneering work promoting conservation and
other environmental causes.
As a mark of respect, and in agreement with
other parties, campaigning was suspended at
the time of his death and will be again on the
day of the funeral.

Paul will improve local accountability and tackle
anti-social behaviour and road safety.
Paul will take an ambitious public health
approach to drugs and youth crime - to cut the
county lines that fuel organised gangs.

PAUL KENNEDY
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Paul is an experienced local councillor with a
professional background in law and finance.

Epsom & Ewell
Liberal Democrats
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LIB DEM

3 reasons to vote for
Paul Kennedy
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A MESSAGE
TO THE GOVERNMENT”

“Perhaps, like me, you are angry and
desperately want to send a message to this
government that we don’t accept
Conservative failures to properly deal with
COVID, or the corrupt PPE contracts and
cronyism, or the £36bn wasted on a failed
Test and Trace system while we apparently
‘can’t afford’ a decent pay rise for our NHS
staff.
“I could go on: cuts in overseas aid whilst
proposing increases in nuclear weapons; the
proposal to remove our personal rights to
protest; a terrible hard Brexit deal that is
destroying business and has left us with
fewer freedoms.”

Montage

“AND SEND A MESSAGE TO THE
COUNTY COUNCIL TOO”
During their time in control of Surrey County Council, the Conservatives have:
• Cut £32 million from children’s services and social care, which we will start to
see the fall out from in the next 12 months. This is on top of earlier funding cuts.
• Introduced household waste charges at recycling centres leading to an
increase in fly-tipping.
• Cut fire service cover and closed fire stations leaving residents without a vital
public service.
• Failed to maintain roads or properly fix potholes leading to potential vehicle
damage and making roads less safe than they should be, all due to insufficient
funding.
As we recover from the pandemic we need investment and funding, not
damaging, dangerous cuts.
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